PRODUCT GUIDE

Worden
Worden inspires discovery and collaboration - designed to meet
today’s needs and adapt over time.
Our solutions are more than furniture. They transform spaces
into inviting places that help people connect to what’s important:
ideas, technology, and each other. Countless configurations let
groups of all sizes learn and work where they want with any
technology.

Tables
What we bring to the table.
Whether you are working alone or in a group you need a place
to spread out and make your own. Worden creates furniture that
supports the way you learn and blends perfectly into the study
environments you create. Whether you are looking for classic,
contemporary, mobile, flexible or interchangeable, Worden has
the table for you.

American
Classics
Alcott’s

Alcott

brushed

aluminum

American
Classics

Academy

deGILDE

diametron

Reminiscent of the Mission Style, Academy is traditional in

A design aesthetic of natural and man-made elements, deGILDE

Diametron is a comprehensively engineered table concept

appearance, but contemporary in function. The Academy

is a constructionist approach to technical library furniture.

based on a system of die cast connectors, steel support rails,

line is certain to add style and sophistication to any setting.

Unmatched by image, deGILDE will entice the discerning eye.

and 2 1/2” diameter metal legs.

Hawthorne

American
Classics

Twain

Folio

ferrule

Hawthorne is celebrated for its traditional

Twain is designed with the option of a

Folio’s flexible design creates endless possibilities. No matter which aesthetic you choose, all seamlessly accommodate embedded power

establishes a solid footing and its

lines and fresh details. Soft sculptured

tapered or turned leg, straight or bowed

and data, integrated lighting, and wire management. No need to choose between a stunning look and practical features. With Folio

decorative metallic rails bridge the

edgeband, gabled corners, and tapered

edgeband. A classic and timeless

you get both.

legs, dressing it with rich detail.

legs make this table a real American

design with endless possibilities.

classic.

Blumen

Bridge

Franklin

Mix & Max

Blumen creates an inviting gathering place for projects,

Bridge links style and function into a beautiful modern design.

Where simple meets smart. Franklin’s clean lines blend into any

Let your vision and style shine through with our versatile kid-size

presentations and socializing. Three standard power plugs and

It’s simple, but oh-so stylish and certain to meld into any space.

new or existing library setting. This line includes everything you

furniture. Mix and Max(imize) this collection to make a one-of-

six USB power ports housed in the center hub allow groups to

Add electrical to keep you charged.

need − tables, casegoods, computer stands and display options.

a-kind space for children to create, learn, engage and grow.

learn and work together with any kind of technology.

Myriad
You guessed it – a myriad of options are waiting for you in this high-performing table. Myriad has fresh, light appeal, largely due to its
reverse beveled edge and aluminum legs. Available in laminate or veneer with a maple, oak or cherry edge band. Casters, power access
and wire management are just some of the options available.

Platform

Tempus

A cross-market solution. Platform supports a variety of design

The Tempus Collection offers a modern interpretation of

options and configurations from common to visually private.

design motifs with historical references to the Arts and Crafts

With hidden power management, and the flexibility for countless

Movement. The style and details add timeless value to this

work needs, Platform is ideal for any environment.

collection.

Teres

Stance

Designed with clean, simple lines, Teres is complementary to

Take a Stance. With components this flexible, it is easy

every library environment. Teres is available with a choice of

to mix and match pieces for a variety of applications

edgeband, leg style, and optional rail.

in any setting. Stance works alone or in groups, on the
move or in one spot. Use your imagination – the variety of
configurations, materials and finishes are endless.

Casegoods
A place for one.
A study carrel or computer work station provides a quiet place
to study, research and work. Worden offers personal space
with endless options - configurations, heights, finishes, style and
details. You will be amazed how good privacy can look.

Academy
Mission style furniture with its simple design of straight lines
and solid form, Academy is destined to become a time honored
tradition.

American
Classics

Alcott

American
Classics

Thoreau

American
Classics

Twain

diametron

Folio

Diametron blends the beauty of wood and the strength of metal

Folio offers a broad range of sizes and configurations to let you

to create a stylish study space. Select from a variety of wood

create workspaces that encourage quiet, individual study. Add

finishes, metal colors and adjustable work surface heights.

one of our three carrel styles to any table you create.

Franklin

Tempus

Alcott represents modern style, known

A traditional library style highlighted

Twain casegoods feature classic panels

Effortlessly hardworking. Exceedingly functional. With plenty of

Tempus workstations are a modern interpretation of the Arts

for its brushed aluminium ferrule and

by simple lines and bright windows.

enhanced by the arched tops. Work

shapes, sizes, and laminates to choose from, Franklin is versatile

and Crafts movement. Square cutouts and black bands on end

decorative metallic square detail. Also

Thoreau is available in oak, maple

surfaces are available in a choice of

enough to blend into any environment. Height-adjustable work

panels define this handsome workstation. Tempus quad carrel

flexible with adjustable work surface

or cherry in a variety of finishes and

laminates and are adjustable for sitting

surface stands nicely alone or shares a side panel with an

(shown here) provides a private place for four.

heights.

adjustable work surfaces.

or standing.

“adder” to double its efficiency.

Bridge

deGILDE

Teres

Stance

Bridge links style and function into a beautiful modern design.

deGILDE offers a systems approach to technical furniture.

Teres represents a back-to-basics approach that maintains the

Straddling the boundary between work and play. Stance is a

It’s simple, but oh-so stylish standing or seated heights will keep

Changeable work surface heights, shelving sections, and add on

quality you expect from Worden. Adjustable work surface

great place for a group collaboration or with the addition of a

you connected and your technology fully powered.

table components make deGILDE a modular system of options.

heights accommodate sitting or standing.

carrel rack it becomes a private place for individual study.

Pin-Fast Shelving
Functional, adaptable and economical.
Pin-Fast Shelving is designed to meet all functional shelving
requirements with a unique design that can be field modified
and altered to fit any space.

Verge
Creating Environments.
Verge moves beyond modest shelving to an architectural
solution. With vast design possibilities, including radius options,
distinctive materials and edge treatments, Verge allows creative
freedom. Integrated benches and counter work surfaces can
transform landscapes into work environments supporting
concentration and connection.

Display
We love to show off.
Displays draw attention to new books or special collections and
play a vital role in keeping merchandise moving. Double sided
gondolas, tiered displays and pyramid units allow for items to
be placed on all sides and approached from any direction —
perfect for entrances, lobbies and gathering areas where people
love to browse.

Modular
Work Stations
Flexible solutions for every space, style, and situation.
No matter what kind of workstation you want to create, MWS
has everything you need to make it happen. We design our
equipment around your equipment, giving you a wide selection
of options, details and styles – and helping you combine them
into your own unique solutions. Choose from our selection of 12
standard end panel designs or create your own custom design.

Platform
Customize it.
Platform recognizes collaboration today is knowledge tomorrow.
Platform supports a variety of design options and configurations
from common to visually private. With hidden power management, and the flexibility for countless work needs, Platform is ideal
for any environment.

SNAP!
Mirage & xXtreme
Panels set the tone for an office’s interior design while giving
stability and support to the overall system. Our high-quality
product lines provide maximum flexibility in function and
design, at refreshingly affordable prices.

Reception, Reference,
Concierge and
Circulation Desks
The place for information.
No longer just an input/output station, but rather the focal point of
a space, this area acts as the major point of service, traffic and
information. Large or small, standard or custom, Worden provides
information desks that address function, space, and design.

CRI
The CRI (Circulation, Reference, and Information) desk addresses
the needs of librarians in a versatile line that can be reconfigured
and adjusted to fit a variety of spaces and uses. This desk has
become the focal point of the library - the major point of service,
traffic and information.

Liberty Desk

Custom Desks

The Liberty Desk is a combination of quality and affordability designed to meet the needs of circulation, reference and information

If you can dream it, we can build it. We combine our deep knowledge of the industry with time-honed skills and technology to create

functions in learning spaces. With the right options you can create a perfect working space ready to stand up to any high-traffic,

innovative, inviting solutions for information, reference or circulation purposes. Worden has one of the largest millwork/specialty

well used environment.

shops in the business where we create unlimited custom designs perfectly suited to any environment.

Seating
Have a seat.
What good is a table without a comfortable chair to pull up to it? We
have everything you are looking for in a chair - comfort, style, color
options, mobility, and durability. Worden chairs pair perfectly to our
table collections. Have a seat, try them out…we are certain you will
find the perfect fit.

Linden
With graceful curves and a sophisticated style, Linden welcomes you
to the table. Available in maple with
three different back options and a

Academy

Cummings

wood or upholstered seat. Choose

The Academy chair offers a fresh approach to a classic

A chair as innovative as the poet who inspired it - and equally

style all your own.

design. Meticulous attention to detail in design and durability

as enduring. Options: arm or armless, aluminum square, wood

makes Academy the perfect choice. Arms or armless, wood or

slat or fully upholstered back and a wood or upholstered seat.

the combination you like to create a

upholstered seat, with a variety of finishes.

Cummings Lite

diametron

Just like the Cummings chair but in a lighter scaled version.

Constructed of steel, these chairs can be finished in any of our

Mix & Max

Available with aluminum square, wood slat or fully upholstered

standard metal finishes. Plyformed seats and backs are offered

Let your vision and style shine through with our versatile kid-size furniture. Mix and Max(imize) this collection to make a one-of-a-kind

backs and a wood or upholstered seat.

in oak, maple or upholstery and in adult or juvenile heights.

space for children to create, learn, engage and grow.

Jill
A close relative to our TJ chair. Jill features a plywood frame and
ergonomic molded plywood seat and back. The gently shaped
curves and durable materials give Jill style and substance.
Offered in single or two-toned finishes.

Rhodes

Straiter

This mission style slat back chair is sure to please. Available in

Straiter stands out as a contemporary take on the classic

adult or juvenile height, with a wood or upholstered seat, in oak

ladder back chair. Available with arms, upholstered seat

or maple, with arms or without.

and in a variety of finishes.

Tempus

Thurber

Dedicated to quality with distinctive design elements, Tempus is built

Thurber’s simple, yet distinctive design captures the ultimate

to last. Tempus maintains the highest standards for construction and

details: from the black steel oval shaped legs to the sculpted

durability.

silhouette of the maple plywood seat.

TJ
TJ is available in three sizes and dozens of options, it’s the
stackable chair that’s perfectly at ease in any social situation.
Options include: casters or glides, arms or armless, upholstered
seat for adult and youth sizes, laser cut back design, wood stain
or 18 color finishes.

Turner

Whitman

Turner’s clean and simple lines show off its fine craftsmanship and

An out of the ordinary, endlessly appealing chair. Exceptionally

beautiful wood, making it a natural in any setting. Available in arm

durable, yet inviting. Arms tapered or turned or not there at all,

or side chair, wood or upholstered seat and in a variety of finishes.

backs slatted or solid, seats upholstered or not, legs rounded or
squared - Whitman offers it all.

Lounge
Sit back and relax.
Learning has never been more comfortable. Worden lounge furniture
was created with you in mind, offering you a relaxed, personal environment. Whether you are teaming with a friend or working alone,
we have a place that will make you feel at home.

American Classics

Express

MySpot

Parc

Experience the new school of cool. As beautiful as it is

On the move? Express is the perfect place to “take five”

It’s fun. A little funky. And just as suited to teaming with

Be part of the sophisticated scene in Parc. Add hardworking

useful. American Classics seating combines inviting com-

along the way. Easy rolling front casters and an optional

a friend as it is to working alone. We wouldn’t call it

details like an optional tablet arm, casters and a handle,

fort with functionality for the way people work today, with

tablet arm help this chair work double-time, meeting your

MySpot without giving you plenty of ways to make it your

or field replaceable arms in wood or fabric, and you’ll

an optional tablet arm that swings.

needs as fast as they change.

own. Start with 1, 1-½, 2, 2+2 or 4-Spot configurations,

have even more ways to relax and enjoy the view.

then add a screen or canopy to create the perfect spot.

Geo

inCharge

Regis

Swing

As versatile as a set of building blocks, Geo gives you

Innovative, powered by an inCharge Power Hub, has a

The ultimate spot for reading. Regis seating, with its

Sit back, relax and drift away in the comfort of Swing. A

unlimited ways to mix and match the lounge seating.

built-in 2.1 USB charging port and transmits power to

elegant sweeping lines and graceful proportions, is a

modern design with a mid-century feel will add fun and

Create straight lines, arcs, or S-shapes of any length, then

connected pieces. Smartly designed on a 28”x28” grid,

distinctive and inviting look to any lounge area. Regis

personality to your lounge or gathering space. Its light

shuffle the pieces again when it’s time for something new.

it uses a unique magnetic system to easily connect to and

is the smart way to create cozy spaces in any learning

scale design and solid maple construction are the perfect

disconnect from other inCharge pieces.

environment.

combination of style and strength.

Ottomans &
Occasional Tables
Put your feet up.
Our ottomans and occasional tables are not only great accent
pieces, they provide a place to rest your feet, put your drink and
let you spread out so you can do your best work.

2000, 3000 and 4000
Series Occasional Tables
2000 Series tables have an open, leg-style design. 3000 Series
features a solid base and top offset by a deep reveal. 4000

Geo Connectors & Stool

Series drum tables have distinctive veneer wrapped bases. All

The Connector tables and stool are essential parts of Geo building set, allowing for endless seating configurations. Create

styles are available in standard oak or maple finishes.

straight lines, arcs, or S-shapes of any length. The tables are available in veneer, laminate, and low-profile upholstery top.

inCharge

Ottomans

inCharge occasional tables beautifully complement

This mobile piece of furniture touts many forms and

The American Classics line is complete with these charming occasional tables - pairing perfectly with AC lounge chairs and settees.

inCharge lounges and benches. Metal legs can be fixed

functions. Treat it as a table or an extra seat. And by all

Available as a side or coffee table. Add the finishing touches to your lounge area with tables that are as useful as they are beautiful.

or on casters for easy mobility

means, slide it up to a sofa or chair to elevate your feet.

American Classics Occasional Tables

Blumen Stool

rockerDot

These free-standing mobile stools are equipped with spring-loaded

The perfect pull-up. The rockerDot is the ideal

retracting casters. Paired with the organic shape of the Blumen table

impromptu solution. Grab this versatile

they create an inviting gathering place for projects, presentations,

and active seat and go wherever creativity

and socializing.

demands.

Custom
Building Your Vision Into Furniture
Custom design, engineering support and manufacturing excellence
creates beautifully fuctioning spaces. Nothing makes us happier than
taking your ideas from a simple sketch or conversation to a real
product. So go ahead start dreaming. There’s no limit to what we
can do.
Visit our website www.wordencompany.com to view additional
custom furniture & projects.

Custom

Walnut Creek Public Library, Walnut Creek, CA
Pictured: Custom Display, Shelving End Panels and Tables

Lilburn Library, Lilburn, GA
Pictured: Custom Story Hour Wall & Book Display

Cambridge Public Library, Cambridge, MA
Pictured: Custom Bi-Level Computer Stations

University of Tennessee, Chattanooga (UTC) Library
Pictured: Custom Tables and Computer Stations
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